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§0. Introduction.
The main goal of this paper, which is a continuation of [GP1], [GP2] and [GP3], is to describe
birational models for moduli spaces Ad of polarized abelian surfaces of type (1, d) for small values of
d, and for moduli spaces of such polarized abelian surfaces with suitably defined partial or canonical
level structure. We can then decide the uniruledness, unirationality or rationality of nonsingular
models of compactifications of these moduli spaces (which are quasi-projective 3-folds, possibly sin-
gular). Since these properties are birational invariants, this determines the corresponding properties
of those moduli spaces.
We will use in the sequel definitions and notation as in [GP1], [GP2], [GP3]; see also [Mu1],
[LB] and [HKW] for basic facts concerning abelian varieties and their moduli, as well as for the
definition of a canonical level structure. We will also make use of partial level structures which are
introduced and described in §1.
Using a version of the Maass-Kurokawa lifting, Gritsenko [Gri1], [Gri2] proved the existence
of weight 3 cusp forms with respect to the paramodular group Γd, for almost all values of d. Since
one knows the dimension for the space of Jacobi cusp forms one deduces lower bounds for the
dimensions of the spaces of cusp forms with respect to the paramodular group Γd. More precisely
Gritsenko has shown that:
Ad is not unirational (in fact pg(A˜d) ≥ 1) if d ≥ 13 and d 6= 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 24, 30, 36.
Moreover, a combination of the results in [Gri1] and [HS] shows that Alevp is of general type
for all primes p ≥ 37.
In this paper, we will focus on some of the moduli spaces excluded from Gritsenko’s analysis.
In particular, we define certain moduli spaces AHd of abelian surfaces with partial level structure,
determined by groups H, which fit in between Alevd and Ad: there are forgetful maps
Alevd → A
H
d → Ad.
We will give details as to the structure of Ad (or rather A
H
d for certain choices of H depending on
the case), for d = 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20. In particular, we will prove the following:
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Theorem 0.1 For suitable choices of H, depending on the case,
a) Alev12 is birational to a rational singular complete intersection of two quadrics in P
5.
b) AH14 is birational to the complete intersection of the standard Plu¨cker quadric and the secant
variety of the Veronese surface in P5. In particular it is unirational, being a conic bundle with
a rational 2-section. It is not rational.
c) AH16 is birational to P
1 ×P1 ×P1, and thus rational.
d) AH18 is birational to a rational singular complete intersection of 2 quadrics in P
5.
e) AH20 is rational.
The basic method of proof for d = 12, 14, 16 and 18 is as follows. For d even, let Zd =⋃
AA ∩P−, where the union runs over all Heisenberg invariant abelian surfaces of degree (1, d) in
Pd−1, and P− is the −1 eigenspace of the standard involution ι : P
d−1 → Pd−1 inducing negation
on A. For each such A, A ∩ P− consists of the four odd two-torsion points of A, and these four
points form an orbit under the Z2×Z2 action on P− induced by σ
d/2 and τd/2, where σ and τ are
the standard generators of the Heisenberg group Hd. It was proved in [GP1] that each such orbit
in Zd is, in general, the set of odd 2-torsion points of a unique Heisenberg invariant abelian surface
A, so that Zd/Z2 × Z2 is birational to A
lev
d . In the d = 12 case, this quotient can be described
explicitly. In higher degrees, it is unlikely that this quotient is of negative Kodaira dimension, and
in each of the higher degrees 14, 16 and 18, some additional particular geometry of the situation is
used to take a further quotient of Zd/Z2 × Z2 to obtain a variety birational to A
H
d . The meaning
of this moduli space is described in §1.
The case d = 20 is treated differently. Here we use the fact that there exists singular quintics
in P4 which contain pencils of (non-minimal) (1, 20)-polarized abelian surfaces. This yields a ruling
of AH20.
Of course such quintics are Calabi-Yau threefolds, and there exist small resolutions of these
quintics giving a non-singular Calabi-Yau with Hodge number h1,1 = 2 and h1,2 = 2. This adds
to the stable of examples of Calabi-Yau threefolds containing a pencil of abelian surfaces found in
[GP3]. These example have recently been of interest to physicists looking for interesting compacti-
fications of space-time, see the work of Candelas and Davies [CD] and Bak, Bouchard and Donagi
[BBD].
In fact, this Calabi-Yau threefold was the first of the examples discovered in this project, found
by the second author in [Pop] while working on the classification of surfaces in P4. We realised
that the existence of this Calabi-Yau proved uniruledness of A20, so we embarked on a search for
other such Calabi-Yau threefolds, which led to the project of which this is the final part.
There is one other example of a Calabi-Yau threefold arising in this paper, a linear section of
Gr(2, 7), containing a pencil of (1, 14) abelian surfaces. In fact it turns out to be birational to the
Pfaffian Calabi-Yau of degree 14 in P6 containing a pencil of (1, 7) abelian surfaces. There is some
beautiful geometry associated to this Calabi-Yau which we discuss in §3.
Acknowledgments: It is a pleasure to thank Kristian Ranestad, who joined one of us in dis-
cussions leading to some of the ideas in this paper, and Ciro Ciliberto, Wolfram Decker, Igor
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Dolgachev, David Eisenbud, Klaus Hulek, Nicolae Manolache, Gregory Sankaran, Frank Schreyer
and Allesandro Verra from whose ideas the exposition has benefited. We are also grateful to Mike
Stillman, Dave Bayer, and Dan Grayson for the programs Macaulay [BS], and Macaulay2 [GS]
which have been extremely useful to us; without them we would perhaps have never been bold
enough to guess the existence of the structures that we describe here. Finally, we thank Philip
Candelas, without whose continued interest in Calabi-Yau manifolds with small Hodge numbers,
this paper would probably have remained uncompleted forever.
1 Preliminaries.
We review our notation and conventions concerning abelian surfaces; more details can be found
in [GP1].
Let (A,L) be a general abelian surface with a polarization of type (1, d). If d ≥ 5, then |L|
induces an embedding of A ⊂ Pd−1 = P(H0(L)
∨
) of degree 2d. The line bundle L induces a
natural map from A to its dual Aˆ, φL : A −→ Aˆ, given by x 7→ t
∗
xL ⊗ L
−1, where tx : A −→ A
is the morphism given by translation by x ∈ A. Its kernel K(L) is isomorphic to Zd × Zd, and is
dependent only on the polarization c1(L).
For every x ∈ K(L) there is an isomorphism t∗xL
∼= L. This induces a projective representa-
tion K(L) −→ PGL(H0(L)), which lifts uniquely to a linear representation after taking a central
extension of K(L)
1 −→ C∗ −→ G(L) −→ K(L) −→ 0,
whose Schur commutator map is the Weil pairing. G(L) is the theta group of L and is isomorphic
to the abstract Heisenberg group H(1, d), while the above linear representation is isomorphic to the
Schro¨dinger representation of H(1, d) on V = C(Zd), the vector space of complex-valued functions
on Zd. An isomorphism between G(L) and H(1, d) which restricts to the identity on centers induces
a symplectic isomorphism between K(L) and K(1, d) = Zd × Zd. This is an isomorphism which
takes the Weil pairing on K(L) to the standard skew-symmetric pairing e(1,d) on K(1, d) with
values in C∗ given by
e(1,d)
(
(1, 0), (0, 1)
)
= exp(−2πi/d).
Such an isomorphism is called a level structure of canonical type on (A, c1(L)). (See [LB], Chapter
8, §3 or [GP1], §1.)
A decomposition K(L) = K1(L)⊕K2(L), with K1(L) ∼= K2(L) ∼= Zd isotropic subgroups with
respect to the Weil pairing, and a choice of a characteristic c ([LB], Chapter 3, §1) for L, define
a unique natural basis { ϑcx | x ∈ K1(L) } of canonical theta functions for the space H
0(L) (see
[Mu2] and [LB], Chapter 3, §2). This basis allows an identification of H0(L) with V via ϑcγ 7→ xγ ,
where xγ is the function on Zd defined by xγ(δ) =
{
1 γ = δ
0 γ 6= δ
for γ, δ ∈ Zd. The functions
x0, . . . , xd−1 can also be identified with coordinates on P(H
0(L)
∨
). Under this identification, the
representation G(L) −→ GL(H0(L)) coincides with the Schro¨dinger representation H(1, d) −→
GL(V ). We will only consider the action of Hd, the finite subgroup of H(1, d) generated in the
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Schro¨dinger representation by σ and τ , where
σ(xi) = xi−1, τ(xi) = ξ
−ixi,
for all i ∈ Zd, and where ξ = e
2pii
d is a primitive root of unity of order d. Notice that [σ, τ ] = ξ−1,
so Hd is a central extension
1 −→ µd −→ Hd −→ Zd × Zd −→ 0.
Therefore the choice of a canonical level structure means that if A is embedded in P(H0(L)
∨
)
using as coordinates xγ = ϑ
c
γ , γ ∈ Zd, then the image of A will be invariant under the action of
the Heisenberg group Hd via the Schro¨dinger representation. (See [LB], Chapter 6, §7 for details.)
If moreover the line bundle L is chosen to be symmetric (and there are always finitely many
choices of such an L for a given polarization type), then the embedding via |L| is also invariant
under the involution ι, where
ι(xi) = x−i, i ∈ Zd.
This involution restricts to A as the involution x 7→ −x. We will denote by P+ and P− the (+1)
and (−1)-eigenspaces of the involution ι, respectively. We will also write as usual Hed := Hd⋊〈ι〉.
We also recall a key result from [GP1]: In that paper, on P2d−1 ×P2d−1, we have introduced
a matrix
Md(x, y) = (xi+jyi−j + xi+j+dyi−j+d)0≤i,j≤d−1,
where the indices of the variables x and y above are all modulo 2d. This matrix has the property
that if A ⊆ P2d−1 is a Heisenberg invariant (1, 2d)-polarized abelian surface, then Md has rank at
most two on A × A ⊆ P2d−1 × P2d−1. Similarly, if A ⊆ P2d is a Heisenberg invariant (1, 2d + 1)-
polarized abelian surface, then the (Moore) matrix
M ′2d+1(x, y) = (xd(i+j)yd(i−j))i∈Z2d+1,j∈Z2d+1 ,
on P2d × P2d has rank at most four on A × A ⊆ P2d × P2d. These matrices will prove to be
ubiquitous!
Partial Level Structures.
Recall from above that a canonical level structure on a polarized abelian surface (A,L) with
polarization of type D = (d1, d2) is a symplectic isomorphism b : K(L)→ K(D). (See also [GP1],
§1.3 and [GP3] for notation and details.)
Definition 1.1 LetH ⊆ K(D) be a fixed subgroup. AnH-level structure on aD-polarized abelian
surface (A,L) is an H-equivalence class of canonical level structures [b], where two canonical level
structures b1 and b2 are H-equivalent if there is a symplectic automorphism φ : K(D) → K(D)
with φ|H = idH and φ ◦ b1 = b2.
The following proposition uses the notation of [GP1], §1.3.
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Proposition 1.2 Let XZ and XZ′ be two fibres of XD → Hg, and suppose L|XZ and L|X′Z
are both very ample, so we can identify XZ and XZ′ with their images in P(V ), where V =
H0(L|XZ ) = H
0(L|XZ′ ). Let H ⊆ K(D) be a subgroup, and let H
′ be the inverse image of H in
H(D). We will think of H ′ as H ′ ⊆ GL(V ) via the Schro¨dinger representation of H(D). Then the
canonical level structures on XZ and XZ′ are H-equivalent if and only if there exists an element
T ∈ N(H(D)), the normalizer of H(D) in GL(V ), such that [T, α] = TαT−1α−1 ∈ C∗ for all
α ∈ H ′, and T (XZ) = XZ′ .
Proof : Suppose that the level structures b, b′ on XZ and XZ′ are H-equivalent. Then there exists
a symplectic automorphism φ ∈ Sp(D) with φ ◦ b = b′ and φ|H = id. We have an exact sequence
0→H(D)→ N(H(D))→ Sp(D)→ 1
where N(H(D)) is the normalizer of H(D) in GL(V ). Lift φ to an element T ∈ N(H(D)); then
T (XZ) = XZ′ , by [GP1], Proposition 1.3.1. Also, the action of φ on K(D) is given by conjugation
by T , so for any α ∈ H ′, TαT−1 must be a multiple of α, so TαT−1α−1 ∈ C∗ for all α ∈ H ′.
Conversely, if there exists a transformation T ∈ N(H(D)) with TαT−1α−1 ∈ C∗ for all α ∈ H ′,
and T (XZ) = XZ′ , then XZ and XZ′ are isomorphic as polarized abelian surfaces. T then induces
an element of Sp(D) which is the identity on H, so that the canonical level structures on XZ and
XZ′ are H-equivalent.
With notation as in Proposition 1.2 we now introduce the following:
Definition 1.3 If H ⊆ K(D) is a subgroup, and ι : V → V the usual involution, define GLH ⊆
GL(V ) by
GLH = {T ∈ GL(V ) | TαT
−1α−1 ∈ C∗ for all α ∈ H ′ and ιT = T ι},
where H ′ is as in Proposition 1.2.
In two special cases relevant for us we can explicitly describe GLH :
Proposition 1.4 Suppose D = (1, 2d).
(1) If H ⊆ K(D) is the subgroup generated by σ2 and τ , then T ∈ GLH if and only if either
T = diag(a, b, a, b, . . . , a, b) or T = σd ◦ diag(a, b, a, b, . . . , a, b) for some a, b ∈ C∗.
(2) If H = 2K(D), then T = (aij) ∈ GL(V ) is in GLH if and only if aij = 0 unless i = j or
i = j + d, and ai+2,j+2 = ai,j.
(3) In either of the two above cases, if T ∈ GL(V ) satisfies TαT−1α−1 ∈ C∗ for all α ∈ H ′, then
there exists a, b such that, with T ′ = σaτ bT , we have T ′ ∈ GLH .
Proof : Note that if T = (aij), and T ◦ σ
2 = C1σ
2 ◦ T for some C1 ∈ C
∗, then
(1.1) ai−2,j−2 = C1aij ∀i, j ∈ Z/2dZ.
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Note that assuming aij 6= 0 for some i, j, using this d times implies C
d
1 = 1, i.e., C1 = ξ
2n for some
n ∈ Z/2dZ, where ξ is a fixed primitive 2dth root of unity. If T ◦ τ = C2τ ◦ T , then
(1.2) ξ−jaij = C2ξ
−iaij ∀i, j ∈ Z/2dZ,
while if T ◦ τ2 = C3τ
2 ◦ T , then
(1.3) ξ−2jaij = C3ξ
−2iaij ∀i, j ∈ Z/2dZ.
Finally, if T ◦ ι = ι ◦ T , then
(1.4) aij = a2d−i,2d−j .
If (1.1) and (1.2) hold for T , then we see from (1.2) that either aij = 0 or C2 = ξ
i−j . Thus C2
must be of the form C2 = ξ
m for some m ∈ Z/2dZ, and then aij = 0 unless i− j = m.
If furthermore T ∈ GLH for H generated by σ
2 and τ , then (1.4) implies 2m ≡ 0mod 2d, so
m = 0 or d, in which case C2 = 1 or −1. Ifm = 0, then (1.1) and (1.4) applied to (i, j) = (d+1, d+1)
imply together that C1 = 1 and T = diag(a, b, a, b, . . .). If m = d, then (1.1) and (1.4) applied to
(i, j) = (1, d + 1) imply together that C1 = 1 and T = σ
d ◦ diag(a, b, a, b, . . .). This proves (1).
For (3) in the case that H is generated by σ2 and τ , note, from the properties of T derived
from (1.1) and (1.2), that if we set T ′ = σmτ−nT , and if {xi | i ∈ Z/2dZ} is the standard basis of
V as usual, then
T ′(xi) = σ
mτ−n(ai+m,ixi+m)
= ξn(i+m)ai+m,iσ
m(xi+m)
= ξn(i+m)ai+m,ixi
so the matrix (a′ij) for T
′ is diagonal, and using (1.1) and C1 = ξ
2n,
a′ii = ξ
n(i+m)ai+m,i = ξ
n(i+m)ξ−2nai+m−2,i−2 = ξ
n(i+m)ξ−2nξ−n(i+m−2)a′i−2,i−2 = a
′
i−2,i−2.
Thus T ′ ∈ GLH by (1).
For (2), note that from (1.3), either aij = 0 or C3 = ξ
2i−2j . Thus C3 must be of the form
C3 = ξ
2m, and then aij = 0 unless 2(i − j) ≡ 2mmod2d. But if T ∈ GLH , then (1.4) implies
4m ≡ 0mod 2d. We thus need to consider two cases:
d odd: 2m = 0, and aij = 0 unless i− j = 0 or d. Applying (1.4) to (i, j) = (d+ 1, d+ 1) and
(1, d + 1) shows that C1 = 1 and we have the desired form for T .
d even: We have two cases: 2m = 0 or 2m = d. In the first case, it follows as in the odd
case that T is of the desired form, and we need to rule out 2m = d. In this case, aij = 0 unless
i − j = d/2 or 3d/2. But note by (1.4) that a0,d/2 = a0,3d/2 and ad,d/2 = ad,3d/2. These are the
only possible non-zero entries in columns d/2 and 3d/2, and since these columns are then identical,
T cannot be invertible. Thus this case doesn’t arise.
Finally, we show (3) in the case that H is generated by σ2 and τ2, so we assume T is given
satisfying (1.1) and (1.3). Again setting T ′ = σmτ−nT , we see that
T ′(xi) = σ
mτ−n(ai+m,ixi+m + ai+m+d,ixi+m+d)
= ξn(i+m)ai+m,ixi + ξ
n(i+m+d)ai+m+d,ixi+d.
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Thus if T ′ = (a′ij), then a
′
ij = 0 unless i = j or i = j + d. Furthermore, using (1.1) and C1 = ξ
2n,
with δ = 0 or d,
a′i+δ,i = ξ
n(i+m+δ)ai+m+δ,i = ξ
n(i+m+δ)ξ−2nai+m+δ−2,i−2
= ξn(i+m+δ)ξ−2nξ−n(i+m+δ−2)a′i+δ−2,i−2 = a
′
i+δ−2,i−2.
This shows from (2) that T ′ ∈ GLH .
Continuing to focus on the (1, 2d) case, recall from [GP1], §6 the set Z2d ⊆ P−, which is the
union of odd 2-torsion points of Heisenberg invariant abelian surfaces of type D = (1, 2d). Z2d is
an irreducible 3-fold for d ≥ 5, as was proven in [GP1], §6.
Definition 1.5 AH2d denotes the moduli space of (1, 2d)-polarized abelian surfaces with an H-level
structure, for H ⊆ K(D) a subgroup. In particular, if H = K(D), AH2d = A
lev
2d , the moduli space
of (1, 2d)-polarized abelian surfaces with canonical level structure.
The reason for introducing GLH is the following theorem:
Theorem 1.6 If d ≥ 5 and H ⊆ K(D) is either generated by σ2 and τ or is 2K(D), then AH2d is
birationally equivalent to Z2d/(GLH ∩N(H(1, 2d))).
Proof : We know by [GP1], Theorem 6.2 that there is a birational map Θ2d : A
lev
2d
−−−>Z2d/Z2×Z2
taking [A] ∈ Alev2d to the Z2 × Z2 = 〈σ
d, τd〉-orbit A ∩ P−, the odd two-torsion points of A. One
notes from Proposition 1.4 that σd, τd ∈ GLH ∩N(H(1, 2d)), so that we get a factorization of the
quotient
Z2d → Z2d/Z2 × Z2 → Z2d/(GLH ∩N(H(1, 2d))).
In particular, the action of GLH ∩N(H(1, 2d)) descends to Z2d/Z2 × Z2.
Letting XZ , XZ′ be two general fibres of the universal family X(1,2d) → H2 as in Proposi-
tion 1.2, these represent the same point inAH2d if and only if T (XZ) = XZ′ for some T ∈ N(H(1, 2d))
such that TαT−1α−1 ∈ C∗ for all α ∈ H ′. Thus, if there exists T ∈ GLH ∩N(H(1, 2d)) such that
T (Θ2d([XZ ])) = Θ2d([XZ′ ]), it follows that T (XZ ∩ P−) = XZ′ ∩ P−. Indeed, T commutes with
ι, and hence takes odd two-torsion points of XZ to odd two-torsion points of XZ′ . Since T is in
the normalizer of H(1, 2d), T (XZ) is Heisenberg invariant, and by [GP1], Theorem 6.2, the general
Heisenberg invariant abelian surface is determined by its intersection with P−. Thus T (XZ) = XZ′
and XZ is H-equivalent to XZ′ .
Conversely, if XZ is H-equivalent to XZ′ , we obtain T ∈ N(H(1, 2d)) with TαT
−1α−1 ∈ C∗
for all α ∈ H ′, but we need not have T ι = ιT . By Proposition 1.4, we have T ′ = σaτ bT which
does satisfy T ′ι = ιT ′. So T ′ ∈ GLH ∩ N(H(1, 2d)) and T
′([XZ ]) = [XZ′ ]. Thus Z2d/(GLH ∩
N(H(1, 2d))) is birationally equivalent to AH2d, as desired.
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2 Moduli of (1, 12)-polarized abelian surfaces.
Given the results of [GP1], §2 and §6, it is not difficult to describe the structure of Alev12 .
By [GP1], Corollary 2.7, if A ⊆ P11 is an H12-invariant abelian surface with polarization of type
(1, 12), y ∈ A a point, then M6(x, y) has rank at most two on A, so in particular, if x ∈ A∩P
4
−, the
matrix M6(x, x) must have rank at most two. Now if x ∈ P
4
−, M6(x, x) is a 6× 6 skew-symmetric
matrix, and thus x ∈ A ∩P4− for some Heisenberg invariant abelian surface implies that the 4× 4
Pfaffians of M6(x, x) vanish.
For x ∈ P4− with coordinates
(x1 : x2 : x3 : x4 : x5) (= (0 : x1 : x2 : x3 : x4 : x5 : 0 : −x5 : −x4 : −x3 : −x2 : −x1) ∈ P
11),
the first 4× 4 block of M6(x, x) is


0 −x21 − x
2
5 −x
2
2 − x
2
4 −2x
2
3
x21 + x
2
5 0 −x1x3 − x3x5 −2x2x4
x22 + x
2
4 x1x3 + x3x5 0 −2x1x5
2x23 2x2x4 2x1x5 0


and the 4× 4 pfaffian of this is
f = 2x23(x1x3 + x3x5)− 2(x
2
2 + x
2
4)x2x4 + 2x1x5(x
2
1 + x
2
5).
Let Q be the quartic hypersurface in P4− determined by the equation f = 0.
Theorem 2.1 The map Θ12 : A
lev
12
−−−>P4−/Z2 × Z2 induces a birational map to Q/Z2 × Z2.
Proof : By [GP1], Theorem 6.2, Θ12 is birational onto its image. Let π : P
4
− → P
4
−/Z2×Z2 be the
projection, and let Z12 be the inverse image under π of imΘ12. Then by construction, Z12 ⊆ Q.
On the other hand, Z12 must be three dimensional. It is easy to check that Q is a non-singular
quartic hypersurface, and thus Z12 = Q.
We now give a more precise description of Q/Z2 × Z2.
Theorem 2.2 Q/Z2×Z2 is isomorphic to the complete intersection in P
5 given by the equations
z0z5 − z1z4 + z2z3 = 0 (the Plu¨cker quadric)
z0z2 − z
2
3 + 2z2z5 = 0
In particular, Q/Z2 × Z2 is rational.
Proof : We first note that the Z2 × Z2 action on P
4
− takes the form
σ6 : (x1 : x2 : x3 : x4 : x5) 7→ (x5 : x4 : x3 : x2 : x1)
τ6 : (x1 : x2 : x3 : x4 : x5) 7→ (x1 : −x2 : x3 : −x4 : x5)
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and the ring of invariants of C[x1, . . . , x5] under this action is generated by x3, x1+x5, x
2
1+x
2
5, x
2
2+
x24, and x2x4, and thus the invariant quadrics
z0 = x
2
1 + x
2
5 z3 = x1x3 + x3x5
z1 = x
2
2 + x
2
4 z4 = x2x4
z2 = x
2
3 z5 = x1x5
generate the invariants of even degree of this action. Thus P4−/Z2 × Z2 is isomorphic to a hy-
persurface in P5 = ProjC[z0, . . . , z5]. It is easy to see that the quadrics z0, . . . , z5 satisfy the
relation
z0z2 − z
2
3 + 2z2z5 = 0.
On the other hand, Q is given by
f = 2(z0z5 − z1z4 + z2z3).
This gives the desired equations.
Rationality of this threefold can be seen easily by adapting the standard proof of rationality
(see e.g. [GH], pg. 796) of the non-singular quadric line complex to this singular one. One
projects from a line contained in Q/Z2 × Z2 to P
3. For example, one can use the line given by
z0 = z1 = z3 = z5 = 0.
3 Moduli of (1, 14)-polarized abelian surfaces.
This is the first case considered here in which the locus of odd 2-torsion points (in P−) is no
longer of negative Kodaira dimension. Following the strategy for (1, 12), one finds that the matrix
M7(x, x) has rank 2 on a quartic hypersurface f1 = 0 in P
5
−, and the matrix M7(σ(x), x) has rank
2 on another quartic hypersurface f2 = 0. One finds f1 = f2 = 0 is an irreducible threefold, and
hence is the closure of the locus of odd 2-torsion points, Z14 in the notation of [GP1], §6. The
quotient of this threefold by Z2 ×Z2 is birational to A
lev
14 , and is very likely of general type, but it
is difficult to determine this. So at this point, we need to stop considering the moduli space with
full level structure. Instead, we will consider the subgroup H ⊆ K(1, 14) generated by σ2 and τ ,
and find the moduli space AH14 of (1, 14) abelian surfaces with an H-level structure.
We will first study the geometry of certain mappings which will enable us to divide out Z14 by
Z2×Z2 as well as make the additional identifications which identify H-equivalent level structures.
It will turn out that this is easier than computing Z14/Z2 × Z2.
More precisely, looking at the matrix M7(x, x) on P
5
−, one sees that it contains a submatrix
M ′ =


0 −x21 − x
2
6 −x
2
2 − x
2
5 −x
2
3 − x
2
4
x21 + x
2
6 0 −x1x3 − x4x6 −x2x4 − x3x5
x22 + x
2
5 x1x3 + x4x6 0 −x1x5 − x2x6
x23 + x
2
4 x2x4 + x3x5 x1x5 + x2x6 0


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which is rank ≤ 2 on a quartic Q1 = {f1 = 0} where f1 is the 4 × 4 Pfaffian of M
′. Similarly,
M7(σ(x), x) restricted to P
5
− has a submatrix
M ′σ =


0 −x1x2 − x5x6 −x2x3 − x4x5 −2x3x4
x1x2 + x5x6 0 −x1x4 − x3x6 −2x2x5
x2x3 + x4x5 x1x4 + x3x6 0 −2x1x6
2x3x4 2x2x5 2x1x6 0


M ′σ has rank 2 on the set Q2 = {f2 = 0}, where f2 is (one-half of) the Pfaffian of M
′
σ. Since M
′
σ
has rank 2 at the general point of Q2, we obtain a rational map φ : Q2−−−>Gr(2, 4) induced by M
′
σ,
taking a point of Q2 to the kernel of M
′
σ at that point. This is defined where M
′
σ is non-zero, and
in Plu¨cker coordinates is given by
(x1, . . . , x6) 7→ (z0, . . . , z5) = (x1x2 + x5x6, x2x3 + x4x5, x1x4 + x3x6, 2x3x4, 2x2x5, 2x1x6).
Here,
f2 = x1x3x
2
4 − x
2
2x3x5 − x2x4x
2
5 + x
2
1x2x6 + x
2
3x4x6 + x1x5x
2
6
(this is in fact the unique bi-degree (2, 2) bi-invariant of PSL2(Z7) acting on the variables x1, x3, x5
and x2, x4, x6 diagonally in its three-dimensional representation) and
f1 − f2 = x1x
3
3 − x
3
2x4 + x
3
1x5 − x3x
3
5 + x
3
4x6 + x2x
3
6,
(which is in fact the sum of two Klein quartics, one in the variables x1, x3, x5, the other in the
variables x2, x4, x6, the Klein quartic being the unique quartic invariant of PSL2(Z7) in its three-
dimensional representation).
Lemma 3.1
(1) φ is not defined on the union of the planes P1 = {x1 = x3 = x5 = 0} and P2 = {x2 = x4 =
x6 = 0}.
(2) The closure of the image of φ, imφ, is a complete intersection of type (2, 3) whose equations
are the Plu¨cker quadric z0z5 − z1z4 + z2z3 = 0 and the cubic
det

 z5 z2 z0z2 z3 z1
z0 z1 z4

 = 0.
This latter hypersurface is the secant variety of the Veronese surface determined by the 2× 2
minors of this matrix.
(3) GLH acts on the fibres of φ, and the fibre of φ over a general point is the closure of a GLH -orbit.
(4) Q2 is irreducible.
(5) imφ is an irreducible, unirational 3-fold.
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Proof : (1) One checks easily that the zero locus of the six quadrics defining the map φ is P1 ∪ P2.
(2) Consider first the rational map φ′ : P5−−−−>P
8 induced by the linear system |H0(IP1∪P2(2))|.
Specifically, using coordinates {zij} on P
8 with i ∈ {1, 3, 5} and j ∈ {2, 4, 6}, we give φ′ via
zij = xixj . The equations of imφ′ are then given as the 2× 2 minors of the matrix
L =

 z16 z14 z12z36 z34 z32
z56 z54 z52

 .
If X is the blow-up of P5− along P1 ∪ P2, then φ
′ lifts to a morphism φ˜′ : X → P8 which is easily
seen to describe X as a P1-bundle over imφ′, which is naturally isomorphic to P1 × P2 embedded
via the Segre embedding. Explicitly, a line l in P5− meeting P1 and P2 gets mapped to the point
(p1, p2) of P1 × P2 with l ∩ P1 = {p1} and l ∩ P2 = {p2}.
Now φ is the composition of φ′|Q2 and the linear projection π : P
8−−−>P5 given by π : (zij) 7→
(z0, . . . , z5) = (z12+z56, z32+z54, z14+z36, 2z34, 2z52, 2z16). The center of the projection π is easily
seen to be disjoint from imφ′, so π must map imφ′ to a four-fold in P5. In fact, this projection
identifies points on P1 × P2 ⊆ P
8 via the involution which exchanges P1 and P2, P1 and P2 being
identified via σ7 acting on P5−. One sees this by noting that the equations for π are invariant under
the induced action of σ7 on P8. Now since L has rank 1 on imφ′,
L+ Lt =

 2z16 z14 + z36 z12 + z56z14 + z36 2z34 z32 + z54
z12 + z56 z32 + z54 2z52


has rank ≤ 2 on imφ′. Thus
det

 z5 z2 z0z2 z3 z1
z0 z1 z4

 = 0
is an equation for imφ. As is well-known, see for instance [SR] or [GH], pages 179–180, this
determines an irreducible cubic hypersurface which is the secant variety of the Veronese surface
determined by the 2 × 2 minors of this matrix. Thus im π ◦ φ′ must coincide with this cubic
hypersurface, which is then isomorphic to P1 × P2/Z2. Since Q2 can be expressed in terms of
z0, . . . , z5 as the Plu¨cker quadric, π ◦ φ
′(Q2) then is the complete intersection of this Plu¨cker
quadric and the cubic hypersurface, showing (2).
To complete the proof of (3), note that π : imφ′ → imπ ◦ φ′ must be a 2:1 map. Thus the
fibres of π ◦φ′ consist of pairs of lines. But in addition, one easily sees from the equations of φ and
the structure of GLH from Proposition 1.4 that the action of GLH on P
5
− restricts to an action on
the fibres of φ, from which (3) follows.
(4) To prove that Q2 is irreducible, first note that the inverse image of φ(Q2) ⊆ P1 × P2/Z2
in P1 × P2 is given by the intersection of the quadric
2z16(z12 + z56)− 2z52(z32 + z54) + 2z34(z14 + z36) = 0
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and P1 × P2 ⊆ P
8. This coincides with φ′(Q2). This divisor of type (2, 2) in P1 × P2 is easily seen
to be irreducible by inspection. Now the proper transform of Q2 in X is a P
1-bundle over φ′(Q2),
so Q2 must be irreducible.
(5) By the above discussion, imφ is covered by φ′(Q2), which is an irreducible divisor of type
(2, 2) in P1×P2. Thus imφ is irreducible. It is easy to see that an irreducible divisor D in P1×P2
of type (2, 2) is unirational: D is a conic bundle via p2 : P1 × P2 → P2, while if l ⊆ P1 is a general
line, then p−11 (l) ∩ D is a rational 2-section of p2, and thus D is unirational: see e.g. [Be], Cor.
4.4.
Theorem 3.2 imφ is birational to AH14.
Proof : We know that Z14 ⊆ {f1 = f2 = 0} ⊆ P
5
−. (We have not proven that the latter algebraic set
is irreducible, so we don’t know if this is an equality.) Let x ∈ Z14 be a general point, and consider
the orbit GLH ·x ⊆ P
5
− of x. Since x ∈ Q2, by Lemma 3.1 (3), GLH ·x ⊆ Q2. Note that for general
x, GLH ·x consists of two lines, say l
x
1 ∪ l
x
2 . Where does l
x
1 intersect Z14? Since τ
7 ∈ GLH , both x
and τ7(x) ∈ lx1 . In addition, if T = diag(i, 1, i, 1, . . .), one sees that T ∈ N(H(1, 14)), so T (x) and
τ7(T (x)) are both in lx1 ∩Z14. Furthermore, for general x, these four points are distinct. Similarly,
lx2 = σ
7(lx1 ) intersects Z14 in at least four distinct points. If l
x
1 intersected Z14 in additional points,
so would lx2 , and vice versa, and then we would necessarily have GLX ·x ⊆ {f1 = f2 = 0}, which
is a threefold as Q2 is irreducible, by Lemma 3.1, (4). Note that if GLH ·x ⊆ {f1 = f2 = 0}, then
in particular, the fact that f1 − f2 vanishes on the point (ax1, bx2, ax3, bx4, ax5, bx6) for all a and
b implies that k1 := x1x
3
3 + x
3
1x5 − x3x
3
5 = 0 and k2 := −x
3
2x4 + x
3
4x6 + x
3
6x2 = 0, i.e., x is in the
join of the Klein quartic curves in P1 and P2. Clearly Q2 does not contain this join, and hence x
is contained in a surface Q2 ∩ {k1 = k2 = 0}, so x is not a general point of Z14. Thus for general
x, lx1 and l
x
2 intersect Z14 in precisely four points. In particular, GLH ·x∩Z14 is precisely the orbit
of x under the group GLH ∩N(H(1, 14)).
Thus, by Lemma 3.1 (3), φ(Z14) is birational to Z14/(GLH ∩N(H(1, 14))), which in turn is
birational to AH14 by Theorem 1.6. But since Z14 ⊆ Q2 and φ(Z14) ⊆ imφ, and both of these latter
varieties are irreducible threefolds, we must have equality, proving the theorem.
Remark 3.3 A more careful analysis of imφ in fact shows that this threefold has a resolution
of singularities which is a conic bundle over P2, with discriminant locus a non-singular plane
curve of degree 6. It then follows from [Be], Theorem 4.9, that this threefold is irrational. Hence
unirationality is the best we can achieve here.
Definition 3.4 Let y ∈ P5−. Define V14,y ⊆ P
13 to be the scheme defined by the 4 × 4 Pfaffians
of M7(x, y).
Recall also the definition of the Pfaffian Calabi-Yau threefold in P6 from [GP3], §5:
Definition 3.5 Let
M ′7(x, y) = (x3(i+j)y3(i−j))i,j∈Z7
on P6 × P6. For y ∈ P2− ⊆ P
6, we define V7,y to be the scheme defined by the 6 × 6 Pfaffians of
M ′7(x, y).
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In [GP3], §5, V7,y was seen to be, for general y, a degree 14 Calabi-Yau threefold with 49
ordinary double points, the latter being the H7-orbit of y.
V14,y is a linear section of Gr(2, 7), and there is a correspondence between Pfaffian Calabi-Yau
threefolds in P6 and such linear sections of Gr(2, 7) in P13 which now appears to be folklore, see
for example [Rød]. The general construction is as follows.
Let V be a 7-dimensional vector space over C, and let W ⊆
∧2
V be a seven-dimensional
subspace. Corresponding to this subspace is a subscheme PfW given by the intersection P(W ) ∩
D4 ⊆ P(
∧2
V ), where D4 is the projectivized locus of rank ≤ 4 elements of
∧2
V . This scheme
PfW is, for general choice of W , a Pfaffian Calabi-Yau threefold of degree 14 in P(W ).
On the other hand, the annihilator W 0 ⊆
∧2
V ∨ of W is a 14 dimensional subspace. Let
GrW 0 = P(W
0) ∩D∗2 ⊆ P(
∧2
V ∨) where D∗2 is the locus of rank ≤ 2 alternating forms on V . Of
course D∗2
∼= Gr(2, 7) via the Plu¨cker embedding. For general W , GrW 0 is a non-singular degree
42 Calabi-Yau threefold in P13.
Remark 3.6 It has been observed in [Rød] that these two families of Calabi-Yau threefolds
have the same mirror. This led us to conjecture in 1997 that PfW and GrW 0 have isomorphic
derived categories of coherent sheaves. This has now been proved by Borisov and Ca˘lda˘raru [BC]
and Kuznetsov [K]. See also [HT] for a physics argument, and the delightful term “glop” for this
correspondence.
In what follows, P5− now denotes the negative eigenspace of ι acting on P
13, and P2− denotes
that of ι acting on P6.
Proposition 3.7 Let ψ : P5−−−−>P
2
− be defined by taking x = (x1, . . . , x6) to the kernel of the
matrix (
x5 x3 x1
x2 x4 x6
)
,
i.e.,
ψ(x1, . . . , x6) = (x3x6 − x1x4, x1x2 − x5x6, x4x5 − x2x3).
Then
(1) The fibres of ψ are P3’s which are closures of GL2K(1,14)-orbits.
(2) Under the correspondence between Pfaffian and Grassmann Calabi-Yau threefolds, V14,y cor-
responds to V7,ψ(y).
Proof : (1) follows easily from the description of GL2K(1,14) in Proposition 1.4.
(2) Let y′ = (y′0, . . . , y
′
6) ∈ P
2
− ⊆ P
6 = P(V ), with y′i = −y
′
−i. Then V7,y′ is given by the
ideal generated by 6 × 6 Pfaffians of M ′7(x, y
′). Let zi,j be coordinates on P
20 = P(
∧2
V ), with
0 ≤ i, j ≤ 6, zi,j = −zj,i, so that (zi,j)0≤i,j≤6 is the corresponding skew-symmetric matrix. Then
M ′7(x, y
′) defines a map α : P6 → P20 via
zi,j = x3(i+j)y
′
3(i−j).
Now α is, for general choice of y′, an embedding, and V7,y′ = α
−1(D4).
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Now we wish to compute the equations of the annihilator of α(P6) in P(
∧2 V ∨). Note that
α(P6) is spanned by the images of e0, . . . , e6, (the standard basis vectors), and ei is mapped via α
to the point with coordinates
zj,k = δi,3(j+k)y
′
3(j−k).
The ideal of the annihilator is generated by the hyperplanes in P(
∧2 V ∨) corresponding to these
seven points. If z∗i,j are the dual coordinates on P(
∧2
V ∨), then this gives us the ideal for the
annihilator generated by the seven equations
y′1z
∗
1+i,6+i + y
′
2z
∗
2+i,5+i + y
′
3z
∗
3+i,4+i = 0, 0 ≤ i ≤ 6.
This defines L ⊆ P(
∧2 V ∨), L ∼= P13, and L ∩D∗2 is the Grassmann Calabi-Yau corresponding to
V7,y′ . To compare this with V14,y for some y, we have to find a parametrization β : P
13 → L given
by the matrix
M7(x, y) = (xi+jyi−j + xi+j+7yi−j+7)0≤i,j≤6.
In other words, a point y ∈ P5− yields a linear map β : P
13 → P(
∧2
V ∨) by taking the point
x = (xi) ∈ P
13 to the point with coordinates (z∗i,j) given by
z∗i,j = xi+jyi−j + xi+j+7yi−j+7, 0 ≤ i, j ≤ 6,
and V14,y = Grimβ . In order for the image of β to be L, the seven equations defining L must be
satisfied by any point in the image of β, i.e.,
y′1(x7+2iy9 + x2iy2) + y
′
2(x7+2iy11 + x2iy4) + y
′
3(x7+2iy13 + x2iy6) = 0
for 0 ≤ i ≤ 6. Since this must hold for all values of x, and keeping in mind in addition that y ∈ P5−,
we find we must have
y′1y5 + y
′
2y3 + y
′
3y1 = 0,
y′1y2 + y
′
2y4 + y
′
3y6 = 0.
This is precisely equivalent to the statement
(y′1, y
′
2, y
′
3) ∈ ker
(
y5 y3 y1
y2 y4 y6
)
.
In other words, y′ = ψ(y). It is also easy to see that the map β defined by such a choice of y is an
isomorphism with L as long as (y5, y3, y1) and (y2, y4, y6) are linearly independent.
Remark 3.8 Using Macaulay or Macaulay 2 [BS], [GS], one can check the following three facts:
(1) For general y ∈ P5−, V14,y contains a pencil of (1, 14)-polarized abelian surfaces invariant under
the subgroup 〈σ2, τ2〉 of H14.
(2) For general y ∈ P5−, V14,y is an irreducible threefold of degree 42 with 49 ordinary double
points.
(3) If y ∈ Z14 is general, then the 6 × 6 Pfaffians of M7(x, σ
7(y)) induce a birational map
V14,y−−−>V7,ψ(y).
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Unfortunately, we do not know a non-computational proof of (2) and (3). It is intriguing that
the correspondence between PfW and GrW 0 identifies, in the particular case of V14,y and V7,ψ(y),
birational Calabi-Yau threefolds. This is not true in general: it is easy to see that for general W ,
PfW and GrW 0 are not birationally equivalent, as they both have Picard number one but for H a
primitive generator of the Picard group, H3 = 14 and 42 respectively.
Note that (3) implies that the Calabi-Yau V14,y, or equivalently, V7,ψ(y), is birationally fibred
by abelian surfaces in two different ways, one fibration having (1, 7)-polarized fibres, and one having
(1, 14)-polarized fibres. The existence of these two distinct pencils of abelian surfaces was observed
in Remark 2.9 of [MR].
4 Moduli of (1, 16)-polarized abelian surfaces.
Restricting M8(x, x) to P
6
−, one finds a 5× 5 block
M =


0 −x21 − x
2
7 −x
2
2 − x
2
6 −x
2
3 − x
2
5 −2x
2
4
x21 + x
2
7 0 −x1x3 − x5x7 −x2x4 − x4x6 −2x3x5
x22 + x
2
6 x1x3 + x5x7 0 −x1x5 − x3x7 −2x2x6
x23 + x
2
5 x2x4 + x4x6 x1x5 + x3x7 0 −2x1x7
2x24 2x3x5 2x2x6 2x1x7 0


In the discussion that follows, it will be helpful to make a change of coordinates. We define a new
set of coordinates (y0, y1, z0, z1, t0, t1, u) on P
6
− by
y0 = x1 + x7, y1 = x3 + x5, z0 = x1 − x7, z1 = x3 − x5, t0 = x4, t1 = x2 + x6, u = x2 − x6.
In these coordinates,
M =
1
2


0 −y20 − z
2
0 −t
2
1 − u
2 −y21 − z
2
1 −4t
2
0
y20 + z
2
0 0 −y0y1 − z0z1 −2t0t1 −y
2
1 + z
2
1
t21 + u
2 y0y1 + z0z1 0 −y0y1 + z0z1 −t
2
1 + u
2
y21 + z
2
1 2t0t1 y0y1 − z0z1 0 −y
2
0 + z
2
0
4t20 y
2
1 − z
2
1 t
2
1 − u
2 y20 − z
2
0 0


Let Z ⊆ P6− be the subvariety of defined by the 4× 4 Pfaffians of M . Clearly Z16 ⊆ Z.
Lemma 4.1 Z is an irreducible threefold of degree 40 in P6−. In particular Z16 = Z.
Proof : If Z is in fact a threefold, then Z is of the expected degree for such a Pfaffian variety, and
standard degree calculations show it must be of degree 40. To show it is an irreducible threefold,
we must work harder. First, consider the point
p = (y0, y1, z0, z1, t0, t1, u) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1) ∈ P
6
−.
The tangent cone to Z at p can be computed by working on the affine open set of P6− where u = 1,
and identifying the leading terms of the 4× 4 Pfaffians of M with u replaced by 1. These leading
terms yield the following equations for the tangent cone at p:
2t0t1 = y
2
0 − z
2
0 + y
2
1 + z
2
1 = y
4
0 − y
4
1 − z
4
0 + z
4
1 + 8t
3
0t1 = y
2
0 + y
2
1 + z
2
0 − z
2
1 = 0.
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Note however that y40 − y
4
1 − z
4
0 + z
4
1 + 8t
3
0t1 is in the ideal generated by the three quadrics, so in
fact the tangent cone has ideal
I = (t0t1, y
2
0 + y
2
1 , z
2
0 − z
2
1).
This is in fact a union of 8 affine 3-planes.
Now consider the projection map π : P6−−−−>P
5 given by (y0, y1, z0, z1, t0, t1, u) 7→
(y0, y1, z0, z1, t0, t1) and its restriction π : Z−−−>P
5. First note that π does not map any
component of Z to something of lower dimension. If it did, the component would have to be a
cone with vertex at p. Such a component would then appear as a component of the tangent cone.
However, one checks easily that none of the 8 three-planes in the tangent cone at p are in fact
contained in Z. To understand the image π(Z), we first find two equations vanishing on π(Z).
Note that the Pfaffian of the submatrix of M obtained by deleting the third row and third column
of M does not depend on u, and this Pfaffian vanishes on π(Z). It is
g1 = y
4
0 − y
4
1 − z
4
0 + z
4
1 + 8t
3
0t1.
For another equation, one adds the Pfaffian obtained by deleting the first row and column of M
with the Pfaffian obtained by deleting the fifth row and fifth column, to get
g2 = 2y
3
0y1 + 2y0y
3
1 − 2z
3
0z1 + 2z0z
3
1 − 4t0t
3
1.
Thus π(Z) ⊆ Z ′ = {g1 = g2 = 0}. Now the singular locus of Z
′ can be computed by hand, and one
finds in fact that Z ′ is a codimension 2 complete intersection (hence of degree 16) with 6 singular
points, at (1,±i, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1,±1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0), and (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1). Thus in particular
Z ′ is irreducible, so π(Z) = Z ′. We also see that π maps Z two-to-one to Z ′, to account for the
degree of Z ′: degZ ′ = (degZ−multP Z)/deg π. In fact, Z is clearly invariant under the involution
j : P6− → P
6
− given by negation of the coordinate u, and this interchanges the two sheets of the
double covering π : Z−−−>Z ′. Thus Z consists of either one or two irreducible components. If it is
the latter, then j interchanges these two components. Note that in coordinates x1, . . . , x7, j acts
by interchanging x2 and x6.
To show that Z is irreducible, we note that if not, then the branch locus B ⊆ Z ′ of the double
covering p : Z−−−>Z ′ must be non-reduced everywhere. This branch locus is the image of Fix(j)∩Z,
which is computed easily by setting u = 0 in the matrix M and taking 4× 4 Pfaffians to obtain the
equations for B ⊆ Z ′. We then just need to identify one point in B where the tangent cone to B is
reduced. Such a point is (y0, . . . , t1) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), which is contained in B and whose tangent
cone is easily seen, as we did earlier, to be given by
t0 = y
2
0 − y
2
1 = z
2
0 + z
2
1 = 0,
which is reduced.
Remark 4.2 With a bit of additional calculation, one finds the 6 singularities of Z ′ ⊆ P5 are
ordinary triple points (i.e. have tangent cone a cone over a non-singular cubic surface). In particular
these are canonical singularities, Thus Z ′ is in fact of general type with canonical bundle OZ′(2).
Thus Z = Z16 is also of general type.
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Our goal now is to understandAH16 withH = 2K(1, 16). In this case, GLH is a four-dimensional
group, as computed in Proposition 1.4. First, we will understand the set of three-dimensional GLH
orbits in P6−.
For x = (x1, . . . , x7) ∈ P
6
−, let Nx be the matrix
Nx =

−z1 0 z0 0 −z0 0 z10 t0 0 −t1 0 t0 0
y1 0 −y0 0 −y0 0 y1

 .
We can then define a rational map φ : P6−−−−>Gr(4, 7) by x 7→ kerNx. Here the columns of Nx
correspond to the coordinates x1, . . . , x7.
Lemma 4.3
(1) rank(Nx) < 3 if and only if x ∈ Π1 ∪Π2 ∪Π3 where
Π1 = {z0 = z1 = 0},
Π2 = {t0 = t1 = 0},
Π3 = {y0 = y1 = 0}.
(2) dimGLH ·x = 3 if and only if x 6∈ Π1 ∪Π2 ∪Π3 ∪ {u = 0}.
(3) GLH ·x = P(kerNx) if x 6∈ Π1 ∪Π2 ∪Π3 ∪ {u = 0}.
(4) imφ is birational to P1 ×P1 ×P1.
Proof : (1) Clearly Nx drops rank on Π1 ∪Π2 ∪Π3. Conversely, if Nx is rank ≤ 2, then either the
second row of Nx is zero or the first and third rows are linearly dependent. This latter case occurs
only on Π1 ∪Π3.
(2) By Proposition 1.4, one sees that the action of α ∈ GLH on P
6
− is of the form
α : (x1, . . . , x7) 7→(ax1 − bx7, cx2 − dx6,
ax3 − bx5, (c− d)x4, ax5 − bx3,
cx6 − dx2, ax7 − bx1)
for suitable a, b, c, d ∈ C. In our new coordinates this is
α : (y0, y1, z0, z1, t0, t1, u) 7→ ((a− b)y0, (a− b)y1, (a+ b)z0, (a+ b)z1, (c− d)t0, (c− d)t1, (c+ d)u).
Thus GLH ∼= (C
∗)4, and dimGLH ·x < 3 if and only if x is in Π1, Π2, Π3, or {u = 0}. (2) then
follows.
(3) We first note that Nx · x = 0, so x is in the P
3 represented by φ(x). From the form of α
given in (2), one sees that Nα(x) is obtained from Nx by multiplying the first row of Nx by a+ b,
the second row by c−d and the third by a−b. Thus as Nα(x) ·α(x) = 0, we also have Nx ·α(x) = 0,
so GLH ·x ⊆ P(kerNx). By (1) and (2), these are the same dimension so equality holds.
(4) Let L1, L2, L3 ⊆ P
6
−
∨
be lines dual to Π1, Π2 and Π3 respectively. If p ∈ imφ, then p
corresponds to a P3 ⊆ P6−, with dual P
2 being, say, P ⊆ P6−
∨
. Then P ∩ Li consists of one point
for each i. This gives a birational map between imφ and L1 × L2 × L3.
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Lemma 4.4
#
(
GLH ∩N(H(1, 16))
C∗
)
= 32.
Proof : First, GLH ∩H(1, 16) is generated by C
∗, σ8 and τ8, as is easily seen from Proposition 1.4.
Taking the quotient of N(H(1, 16)) by H(1, 16) gives SL2(Z16). Thus it is enough to identify
the image of GLH ∩ N(H(1, 16)) in SL2(Z16), i.e., as in the proof of Proposition 1.2, we just
need to identify the subgroup of SL2(Z16) keeping 2K(1, 16) invariant. These are the elements
α of SL2(Z16), α = (αij)1≤i,j≤2, with α(2, 0) = (2, 0), α(0, 2) = (0, 2). Thus α11 and α22 are
either 1 or 9, and α12 and α21 are either 0 or 8. This gives a total of 16 possibilities, but of
these, half have determinant 9, leaving a total of 8 such elements with determinant 1. Since
#(GLH ∩H(1, 16))/C
∗ = 4, this gives a total of 4× 8 = 32, as desired.
Theorem 4.5 imφ is birational to AH16.
Proof : Lemma 4.3 shows that (P6−r(Π1∪Π2∪Π3∪{u = 0}))/GLH is birational to P
1×P1×P1
via the map φ. On the other hand, by Theorem 1.6, AH16 is birational to Z16/GLH ∩N(H(1, 16)).
Thus to show AH16 is birational to P
1 × P1 × P1, it is enough to show that for a general point
x ∈ Z16, (GLH ·x)∩Z16 = (GLH ∩N(H(1, 16))) · x. By Lemma 4.4, it is enough then to show that
#(GLH ·x)∩Z16 = 32 for x ∈ Z16 general. Since (GLH ∩N(H(1, 16))) ·x ⊆ (GLH ·x)∩Z16, clearly
#(GLH ·x) ∩ Z16 ≥ 32. On the other hand, Z16 is degree 40, so if GLH ·x ∩ Z16 is a finite set of
points, we must then have
#(GLH ·x) ∩ Z16 ≤ 40.
Since this number must be divisible by 32, we see that #(GLH ·x)∩Z16 = 32. Thus we are done if
we can find a point x ∈ Z16 such that GLH ·x ∩ Z16 is finite. Since the variety Z16 is defined over
the ring Z[1/2], it is enough to find such a point in finite odd characteristic. We know of no better
way of finding such a point except by searching exhaustively. For example, in characteristic p = 7,
one finds the point with coordinates y0 = 4, y1 = −1, z0 = −2, z1 = −1, t0 = 2, t1 = −2, u = 1,
does the trick. This can be checked in Macaulay/Macaulay 2.
5 Moduli of (1, 18)-polarized abelian surfaces.
Again, we study AH18 with H = 2K(1, 18). As we shall see, the closure of GLH ·Z18 is a quartic
hypersurface in P7−, and we can use similar tricks to the (1, 14) case to understand the correct
quotient of Z18.
The matrix M9(στ
9(x), x) restricted to P7− has a 4 × 4 block obtained by taking the ij-th
entries with 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, 1 ≤ j ≤ 4, of the form
M ′ :=


0 x1x2 − x7x8 −x2x3 + x6x7 x3x4 − x5x6
−x1x2 + x7x8 0 x1x4 − x5x8 −x2x5 + x4x7
x2x3 − x6x7 −x1x4 + x5x8 0 x1x6 − x3x8
−x3x4 + x5x6 x2x5 − x4x7 −x1x6 + x3x8 0

 .
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Let f be the Pfaffian of M ′ and let Q = {f = 0}. We also define a rational map φ : P7−−−−>Gr(2, 4)
by taking a point (x1, . . . , x8) to the subspace of C
4 spanned by the rows of the matrix
N =
(
x1 x3 x5 x7
x8 x6 x4 x2
)
;
explicitly in Plu¨cker coordinates,
(x1, . . . , x8) 7→ (y0, . . . , y5) =(x1x6 − x3x8,−x1x4 + x5x8, x1x2 − x7x8, x3x4 − x5x6,
− x2x3 + x6x7, x2x5 − x4x7).
Lemma 5.1
(1) φ fails to be defined precisely on the fourfold Z ⊆ P7− defined by the 2 × 2 minors of N ; this
is isomorphic to P1 ×P3.
(2) If X is the blow-up of P7− along Z, then φ lifts to a morphism φ˜ : X → Gr(2, 4) which is a
surjection, a P3 bundle, and each fibre of φ˜ is the closure of a GLH orbit.
(3) If Q˜ is the proper transform of Q, then φ˜(Q˜) is a (2,2) complete intersection defined by the
equations
y0y5 − y1y4 + y2y3 = 0
y0y2 − y1y3 + y4y5 = 0
and Q˜ is a P3-bundle over φ˜(Q˜) whose fibres are all closures of GLH -orbits.
(4) φ˜(Q˜) is rational.
Proof : (1) is standard. For (2), φ clearly lifts to the blowup, φ˜ : X → Gr(2, 4). It is a surjection
since any two-dimensional subspace of C4 can be expressed as the row span of some 2× 4 matrix.
Now an element T = (aij) ∈ GLH is determined by α = a00, β = a11, γ = a0d and δ = a1,d+1,
by Proposition 1.4, (2), and restricting the action of T to P7−, one sees that the matrix N is
transformed by T to
(
βx1 − δx8 βx3 − δx6 βx5 − δx4 βx7 − δx2
αx8 − γx1 αx6 − γx3 αx4 − γx5 αx2 − γx7
)
which clearly has the same row span as N . So fibres of φ˜ are GLH invariant. In fact, two
rank two 2 × 4 matrices N and N ′ have the same row span if and only if N ′ is obtained from
N in this fashion, for some choice of α, β, γ, δ, necessarily with αβ − γδ 6= 0. So the fibres
of φ˜ are always closures of GLH orbits. The closure of the GLH orbit of (x1, . . . , x8) is then
the span of the points (x1, 0, x3, 0, x5, 0, x7, 0), (x8, 0, x6, 0, x4, 0, x2, 0), (0, x2, 0, x4, 0, x6, 0, x8) and
(0, x7, 0, x5, 0, x3, 0, x1), hence a P
3 as long as this orbit is three-dimensional, which is the case if
(x1, . . . , x8) 6∈ Z. This shows (2).
(3) The first quadric is the Plu¨cker relation defining Gr(2, 4), and the second equation just
pulls back to the equation f . The singularities of this complete intersection are easily computed
and found to consist of 6 points; hence it must be irreducible. Now the fibres of φ˜|Q˜ are dimension
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≤ 3, and Q˜ is dimension 6, so in fact the fibres of φ˜|Q˜ are three-dimensional and φ˜(Q˜) is three-
dimensional. Hence φ˜(Q˜) is precisely the complete intersection and the fibres are P3’s.
(4) One checks easily that the point P = (y0, . . . , y5) = (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0) is a double point; indeed,
setting y0 = 1 and expanding the two equations in Taylor series shows the tangent cone to φ˜(Q˜) at
P is a quadric cone. Consider the projection from P given by
(y0, . . . , y5) 7→ (z1, . . . , z5) = (y1, y2, y3 − y0, y4 − y0, y5).
Noting that the difference of the two quadratic equations defining φ˜(Q˜) is
−y1(y4 − y3) + y2(y3 − y0) + y5(y0 − y4) = −z1(z4 − z3) + z2z3 − z5z4,
which defines a quadric cone Q′ in P4 with one singular point, we see that the image of φ˜(Q˜) under
this projection is contained in Q′. Since φ˜(Q˜) is degree 4, there are two possibilities. Either the
projection φ˜(Q˜)−−−>Q′ is birational, or φ˜(Q˜) is a cone with vertex P . The latter is impossible, since
as observed earlier, φ˜(Q˜) has 6 isolated singular points.
We next need to refine the results of [GP1]:
Proposition 5.2 For a general H18-invariant (1, 18)-polarized abelian surface A ⊆ P
17, and a
point y ∈ A∩P7−, the 4× 4 Pfaffians of the matrix M9(στ
9(x), y) generate the homogeneous ideal
of A.
Proof : As in the proof of [GP1], Theorem 6.2, it is enough to show there is a point y ∈ Z18 such
that the 4× 4 Pfaffians of the matrix M(στ9(x), y) generate the homogeneous ideal of a surface S
which has the same Hilbert polynomial as a (1, 18)-polarized abelian surface in P17. We proceed
as follows to find such a point.
Let E1 ⊆ P
5 be a generalH6-invariant elliptic curve, and E2 ⊆ P
17 be anH18-invariant elliptic
curve, thus E1 and E2 having canonical level structures of degrees 6 and 18 respectively. Write
coordinates xi, i ∈ Z6, on P
5 and coordinates yj , j ∈ Z18, on P
17. Denote by σ6, τ6 and σ18, τ18
the generators of H6 and H18 respectively. Now Z6 acts on E1×E2 by (x, y) 7→ (σ
i
6(x), σ
3i
18(y)) for
i ∈ Z6. Then A = (E1 × E2)/Z6 is an abelian surface which inherits a polarization coming from
the product polarization on E1×E2. Let π : E1×E2 → A be the quotient map. The linear system
of Z6-invariant sections of the product polarization on E1 × E2 induces a linear system on A, and
this in fact gives a (possibly rational) map α from A into P17(z) with coordinates zi, i ∈ Z18, by
mapping E1 × E2 ⊆ P
5(x)×P17(y) via
zi =
∑
j∈Z6
xjy3j+i.
It is easy to see that these sections zi are Z6-invariant. Furthermore, the usual action of H18 on
P17(z) restricts to an action on A:
σ18(π(x, y)) = π(x, σ18(y))
τ18(π(x, y)) = π(τ
−1
6 (x), τ18(y))
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so clearly the quotient polarization L on A is H18-invariant and hence comes with a canonical level
structure of type (1, 18). Now, in fact the linear system on A given by z0, . . . , z17 is base-point-free:
by [LB], 10.1.1 and 10.1.2, this linear system can only have base-points if there is an elliptic curve
E ⊆ A with E.c1(L) = 1. However such an elliptic curve must then pull-back to a number of copies
of elliptic curves on E1×E2. But the only elliptic curves on E1×E2, for general non-isogenous E1,
E2, are of the form E1 × {y} or {x} ×E2. While E1 × {y} is degree 6 with respect to the product
polarization, its image in A is also degree 6, so in particular, there is no elliptic curve E ⊆ A with
E.c1(L) = 1. Furthermore, by Reider’s theorem ([LB], 10.4.1), the morphism α : A → P
17 is an
embedding as long as there is no elliptic curve E ⊆ A with E.c1(L) = 2; this is indeed the case by
a similar argument, so α is an embedding.
Next consider the 2-torsion points of A. Since Z6 ⊆ E1 × E2 contains two two-torsion points,
there are two sorts of two-torsion points on A: First, there are 8 points which are images of 2-
torsion points on E1×E2, and then there are 2-torsion points which are images of points on E1×E2
satisfying
−(x, y) = (σ6(x), σ
3
18(y)).
(Here, the minus sign is in the group law on E1 × E2.)
In terms of projective coordinates, x = (x0, . . . , x5), y = (y0, . . . , y17), this is saying that
ι(x) = ±σ6(x) and ι(y) = ±σ
3
18(y), as the eigenvalues of σ
−1
6 ◦ ι and σ
−3
18 ◦ ι are ±1. Note there are
four solutions to the first equation on E1, and four solutions to the second on E2, since an elliptic
curve has 4 two-torsion points. If ι(x) = σ6(x), then ι(τ
3
6 (x)) = −σ6(τ
3
6 (x)), and if ι(y) = σ
3
18(y),
then ι(τ918(y)) = −σ
3
18(τ
9
18(y)). Thus solutions of these equations come in pairs, and there are two
solutions each to the four equations
ι(x) = σ6(x), ι(x) = −σ6(x), ι(y) = σ
3
18(y), ι(y) = −σ
3
18(y).
Now if ι(x) = σ6(x) and ι(y) = −σ
3
18(y), then z := α(x, y) satisfies ι(z) = −z. Similarly, if
ι(x) = −σ6(x), ι(y) = σ
3
18(y), then z = α(x, y) satisfies ι(z) = −z. There are a total of 8 such pairs
(x, y), hence 4 such points z, and we have identified the odd 2-torsion points of A. These points
are in Z18.
We now degenerate A by degenerating the elliptic curve E18 to
X(Γ18) :=
⋃
i∈Z18
li,i+1 ⊆ P
17,
where li,i+1 denotes the line with equations
{y0 = y1 = · · · = yi−1 = yi+2 = · · · = y17 = 0}
(see [GP1], §4). It is well-known that such a curve is a degeneration of H18-invariant elliptic curves.
Thus if we now take A = (E1 × X(Γ18))/Z6, A ∩ P
7
− ⊆ Z18. We thus just need to show that if
z′ ∈ A ∩P7−, then the 4× 4 Pfaffians of M9(στ
9(z), z′) generate the homogeneous ideal of A.
Let us identify such a z′: this can be taken to be the image of a point (x, y) ∈ E1 × E2,
with x ∈ E1 satisfying ι(x) = σ6(x) and y ∈ E2 satisfying ι(y) = −σ
3
18(y). We can write x =
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(x0, x1, x2, x2, x1, x0), and for y = (yi) we can take all coordinates yi = 0 except y7 = 1, y8 = −1.
Then the image z of (x, y) is
z = (0, x2,−x2, 0, x1,−x1, 0, x0,−x0, 0, x0,−x0, 0, x1,−x1, 0, x2,−x2).
We need to identify a choice of x0, x1, x2 so that x is on an H6-invariant elliptic curve. To do so,
recall from [GP1], Corollary 2.2, that the matrix M3(x, x) = (xi+jxi−j + xi+j+3xi−j+3)0≤i,j≤2 has
rank ≤ 1 for any point x ∈ P5 contained in a H6-invariant elliptic normal curve. Restricting to
the plane given by x0 = x5, x1 = x4, x2 = x3 gives the matrix
x20 + x22 (x0 + x2)x1 (x0 + x2)x12x21 2x0x2 2x0x2
x20 + x
2
2 (x0 + x2)x1 (x0 + x2)x1

 ;
there is one independent 2× 2 minor, namely 2x0x2(x
2
0 + x
2
2)− 2x
3
1(x0 + x2).
This defines a non-singular quartic in P2, and since the moduli space of elliptic curves is one-
dimensional, every point in this curve is a point on some such elliptic curve. Taking a specific point
on this curve, say in characteristic p = 11, (x0, x1, x2) = (5, 6, 1), yields a point z
′ ∈ Z18. One can
then calculate in Macaulay/Macaulay 2 that the Hilbert polynomial of the ideal generated by the
4× 4 Pfaffians of the matrix M9(στ
9(z), z′) has the same Hilbert polynomials of a (1, 18)-polarized
abelian surface in P17, as desired.
While the degenerate abelian surface described by this ideal is not difficult to describe as a
union of elliptic scrolls, it seems that we really do need to resort to Macaulay to verify the statement
about the ideal; it seems there is no sufficiently simple choice of degeneration which does the trick
for us, for if z ∈ Z18 is chosen insufficiently generally, M9(στ
9(z), z′) does not generate an ideal
with the right Hilbert polynomial. This explains the difficulty in proving this result without appeal
to computational means.
Theorem 5.3 AH18 is birational to φ˜(Q˜) (see Lemma 5.1, (3), (4)), and hence in particular A
H
18 is
rational.
Proof : Lemma 5.1 shows that (Q˜−Z)/GLH is birational to φ˜(Q˜) via the map φ. On the other hand,
by Theorem 1.6, AH18 is birational to Z18/(GLH ∩N(H(1, 16))). Thus to show A
H
18 is birational to
φ˜(Q˜), it is enough to show that for a general point y ∈ Z18,
(GLH ·y) ∩ Z18 = (GLH ∩N(H(1, 18))) · y.
Suppose then that there is another point y′ ∈ (GLH ·y)∩Z18 such that y
′ 6∈ (GLH ∩N(H(1, 18))) ·y.
Then write y′ = T (y) for some T ∈ GLH . Note by Proposition 1.4, T = (aij) is determined by
α = a0,0, β = a1,1, γ = a0,d and δ = a1,d+1. It is then not hard to check explicitly that
M9(στ
9(x), y′) =M9(στ
9(x), T (y)) =M9(T
′(στ9(x)), y),
where T ′ = (a′ij) ∈ GLH is determined by a
′
0,0 = β, a
′
1,1 = α, a
′
0,d = −γ, a
′
1,d+1 = −δ. In fact,
T ′ = (αβ − γδ)T−1.
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Since y and y′ can be assumed to be sufficiently general, it follows from Proposition 5.2 that the
4× 4 Pfaffians of M9(στ
9(x), y) and M9(στ
9(x), y′) generate the ideals of (1, 18)-polarized abelian
surfaces Ay and Ay′ respectively. Thus if we view T
′ as also inducing a map T ′ : P17 → P17, we see
that the 4× 4 Pfaffians of M9(T
′(στ9(x)), y) generate the ideal of (T ′)−1(Ay) = T (Ay). However,
this ideal coincides with that generating Ay′ , so Ay′ = T (Ay), and Ay′ ∼= Ay. This can only happen
if T ∈ N(H(1, 18)) (see [GP1], Proposition 1.3.1), contradicting y′ 6∈ (GLH ∩N(H(1, 18))) · y.
6 Moduli of (1, 20)-polarized abelian surfaces.
We deal with the (1,20) case using completely different methods, relying largely on work carried
out in the second author’s thesis [Pop] and in [ADHPR2]. This approach revolves around the fact
that a certain blow-up of a general (1, 20)-polarized abelian surface in 25 points can be embedded
in P4. The moduli space of these surfaces in P4 is then seen to be rational.
We begin by reviewing some material from [ADHPR2]. In the discussion which follows, we will
have representations both of the group H20 and the group H5. Denote the Schro¨dinger representa-
tions of these two groups by V20 and V5 respectively. We then have P
19 = P(V20
∨), on which H20
acts, with eigenspaces of the standard involution ι yielding P8−,P
10
+ ⊆ P
19, and P4 = P(V5
∨), on
which H5 acts, with eigenspaces of ι yielding P
1
−,P
2
+ ⊆ P
4. We will write the standard generators
σ, τ of H5 and H20 as σ5, τ5 and σ20, τ20 respectively, for clarity. We use coordinates x0, . . . , x4 on
P4 and y0, . . . , y19 on P
19, with σ5(xi) = xi−1, τ(xi) = ξ
−i
5 xi, for ξ5 a fixed primitive fifth root of
unity, and similarly σ20(yi) = yi−1 and τ20(yi) = ξ
−i
20 yi for ξ20 a fixed 20th root of unity.
Let ∆ ⊆ P2+ be the union of the six lines
x0 = 0 and x0 + ξ
ix1 + ξ
−ix2 = 0, i ∈ Z5,
for ξ a primitive fifth root of unity. Here we use coordinates (x0, x1, x2, x2, x1) on P
2
+.
In [ADHPR2], §8, given a point a = (a0, a1, a2, a2, a1) ∈ P
2
+, a stable rank 2 reflexive sheaf
Ea is constructed. The precise details of this construction are not important; rather, only the
properties are, which we summarize here.
Definition 6.1 For a general point a = (a0 : a1 : a2) ∈ P
2
+, let
E00 := {x1 − x4 = x2 − x3 = a0x0 + 2a1x1 + 2a2x2 = 0} ⊂ P
2
+
and define Eij := σ
i
5τ
j
5E00, for i, j ∈ Z5 to be the translates of E00 by the Heisenberg group H5.
Proposition 6.2
(1) Ea is a stable rank 2 reflexive sheaf on P
4 with Chern classes c1 = −1, c2 = 9, c3 = 25 and
c4 = 50.
(2) The singular locus Sing(Ea) of the sheaf Ea (i.e., the locus where it is not locally free) consists
of the 25 disjoint lines Eij , i, j ∈ Z5. Moreover, Ea(3) is generated by sections outside the
union of the lines Eij .
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(3) h0(Ea(3)) = 2, and the zero locus of a general section s ∈ H
0(Ea(3)) is a smooth non-minimal
abelian surface A˜a,s ⊂ P
4, of degree 15, sectional genus 21, invariant under He5 = H5⋊〈ι〉.
The 25 lines Eij are exceptional lines on A˜a,s, and they form the canonical divisor of A˜a,s.
Finally, the polarization L on the minimal model of A˜a,s is of type (1, 20).
Proof : See [ADHPR2], §8.
Lemma 6.3 For general a ∈ P2+, s ∈ H
0(Ea(3)), the action of H
e
5 on P
4 yields an action of He5
on A˜a,s, which in turn induces an action on the minimal model Aa,s of A˜a,s. After a suitable choice
of origin in Aa,s, the action of ι on Aa,s is given by negation, and the action of H5 on Aa,s is given
by translation by the subgroup Z5 × Z5 ∼= 4K(L) ⊆ K(L).
Proof : The action on A˜a,s clearly descends to an action on Aa,s, and it was already shown in the
proof of [ADHPR2], Proposition 8.4, that after a suitable choice of origin, ι acts as negation. We
continue to use this choice of origin. Consider next some non-trivial element ψ ∈ H5, so viewing
ψ as an automorphism of P4, it has order 5. Furthermore, it has precisely 5 fixed points in P4,
which form an orbit under H5. So ψ is clearly not the identity on A˜a,s. Now ψ descends to an
automorphism ψ : Aa,s → Aa,s of order 5. We first need to show that ψ has no fixed points.
However, clearly none of the lines Eij contains a fixed point of ψ, and by Proposition 6.2, (2), we
can choose s suffiently general so that Aa,s does not contain any given finite set of points disjoint
from
⋃
Eij . Thus the action of ψ on Aa,s for a, s general is fixed-point free.
Now by [BL], (1.1), there is an x ∈ Aa,s such that if tx denotes translation by x, then ψ
′ = tx◦ψ
is a group automorphism of Aa,s, and the number of fixed points of ψ
′ and the number of fixed
points of ψ coincide (provided we count an infinite number of fixed points as being zero). Thus,
since ψ has no fixed points, we know that ψ′ must have an infinite number of fixed points. There
are two cases. Either ψ′ is the identity, or ψ′ is the identity on an elliptic curve E ⊆ Aa,s. This
gives an exact sequence
0 −→ E −→ Aa,s −→ E
′ −→ 0
and ψ′ descends to an automorphism on the elliptic curve E′. However, there is no elliptic curve
with an automorphism of order 5, so this case is ruled out. Thus ψ′ is the identity, and ψ is a
translation.
Since the only translations which preserve the line bundle L are translations by elements of
K(L), by definition of K(L), we obtain the desired result.
Theorem 6.4
(1) Let A ⊆ P19 be a general H20-invariant abelian surface embedded via a symmetric line bundle
L. Then for any odd 2-torsion point z ∈ A∩P−8 , the subspace V ⊆ H
0(A,L) of sections vanish-
ing on an H5-orbit of z (using the canonical inclusion H5 ⊆ H20 given by σ5 7→ σ
4
20, τ5 7→ τ
4
20)
is five-dimensional, and is isomorphic to V5 as an H5-representation. This yields a canonical
identification of P4 = P(V5
∨) and P(V ∨). Furthermore, the rational map A−−−>P(V ∨) induced
by the subspace V lifts to an embedding A˜→ P(V ∨), where A˜ is the blow-up of A along the
H5-orbit of z. Finally, the image of A˜ is the zero-set of some section s ∈ H
0(P(V ∨), Ea(3)),
for some a ∈ P2+.
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(2) If A,A′ ⊆ P19 are two such surfaces as in (1), then the images of A˜ and A˜′ in P4 ∼= P(V ∨) ∼=
P((V ′)
∨
) coincide if and only if the canonical level structures on A and A′ are H-equivalent,
with H = 4K(1, 20).
Proof : Consider a non-singular surface A˜a,s ⊆ P
4 = P(V ∨5 ) given by Proposition 6.2. Let Aa,s be
the minimal model of A˜a,s. The surface Aa,s carries a degree (1, 20) line bundle L with kernel K(L).
We can assume L is symmetric. Note that by Lemma 6.3, the action of H5 on P(V
∨
5 ) induces a
symplectic identification of the group 4K(L) with K(1, 5). Let W20 = H
0(Aa,s,L). After choosing
a symplectic identification of K(L) with K(1, 20) compatible with the identification of 4K(L) with
K(1, 5), we obtain a representation of H20 on W20 so that the action of σ5 on Aa,s coming from
the embedding of A˜a,s in P(V
∨
5 ) coincides with σ
4
20, and similarly the action of τ5 coincides with
τ420. Note there is only one such identification up to H-equivalence, where H = 4K(1, 20), so we
obtain a well-defined H-level structure on Aa,s.
Now A˜a,s is obtained by choosing a five-dimensional subspace W5 ⊆ W20, and using this
subspace to map Aa,s birationally into P(W
∨
5 ), a projective four-space. It follows however from
Lemma 6.3 that in fact W5 must be an H
e
5-subrepresentation of W20 coming from the natural
inclusion ofHe5 inH
e
20 given by σ5 7→ σ
4
20 and τ5 7→ τ
4
20. We also have a canonical isomorphism, up to
a scalar multiple, of V5 withW5 asH
e
5-representations, as these are both irreducible representations.
Furthermore, the argument in [ADHPR2], Proposition 8.4 says that in fact E00 ⊆ P
2
+ is the image
of the blow-up of an odd two-torsion point of Aa,s, and hence all the elements of W5, as sections
of L, must vanish at one of the four odd two-torsion points of Aa,s, say z. Since W5 is invariant
under H5, every element of W5 vanishes along the entire 4K(L)-orbit of z, which consists of 25
points. Consider the subspace W ⊆ W20 of all sections vanishing on this orbit, so W5 ⊂ W . Note
H0(A˜a,s,OA˜a,s(1))
∼=W , and so dimW > 5 contradicts linear normality of A˜a,s. Thus W =W5.
From this, we see that the embedding A˜a,s ⊆ P(V
∨
5 ) is uniquely determined by the choice of
H-level structure on Aa,s and a choice of an odd two-torsion point. However, given two different
choices z and z′ of odd two-torsion points inducing birational maps φ, φ′ : Aa,s → P(V
∨
5 ), there is
an α ∈ {σ1020 , τ
10
20 , σ
10
20τ
10
20 } with α(z) = z
′, and then φ ◦ α = φ′. Thus the surface A˜a,s is determined
precisely by an H-level structure on Aa,s. This represents only a finite number of possible choices.
Since the family of surfaces A˜a,s parameterized by a and s is three-dimensional, as is the moduli
space of (1, 20)-polarized abelian surfaces, we conclude that for general choice of a, s, Aa,s is general
in the moduli space A20. This, together with the above description of how A˜a,s is obtained from
Aa,s, gives (1) and (2).
Corollary 6.5 The moduli space AH20 is rational.
Proof : Theorem 6.4 shows that AH20 is birationally equivalent to the moduli space of pairs (a, s)
where a ∈ P2+ and s ∈ P(H
0(P4, Ea(3))). Now the construction of the sheaf Ea given in [ADHPR2]
can be done in a relative fashion Zariski locally, in the sense that there is a Zariski open set U ⊆ P2+
and a sheaf E on U×P4 such that E|{a}×P4 ∼= Ea for a ∈ U . If p1, p2 are the projections of P
2
+×P
4
onto the first and second factors, then it is clear that p1∗(E ⊗ p
∗
2OP4(3))|U ′ is a rank two vector
bundle for some open subset U ′ ⊆ U . Thus AH20 is birational to the projectivization of this rank
two vector bundle. However, such a P1-bundle is a rational variety.
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Proposition 6.6
(1) Let {s1, s2} be a basis of H
0(Ea(3)). Then V20,a = {s1∧s2 = 0} ⊂ P
4 is a quintic hypersurface
containing the pencil of abelian surfaces {A˜a,λs1+µs2 | (λ, µ) ∈ P
1}. The base locus of this
pencil is the union of the lines Eij .
(2) For a general choice of the parameter a = (a0 : a1 : a2) ∈ P
2
+, V20,a is the unique quintic
hypersurface containing the configuration of lines
⋃
i,j∈Z5
Eij . Furthermore, the quintic V20,a is
H5 invariant.
Proof : (1) The fact that V20,a is a quintic hypersurface follows from the fact that c1(Ea(3)) = 5,
and this quintic clearly contains the given pencil of abelian surfaces. The fact that the union of
lines Eij is the base locus of the pencil follows from Proposition 6.2, (2).
(2) We use the idea in [Au], 2.2. The groupH5 acts onH
0(P4,OP4(5)) as a sum of characters as
follows. Denote by Vr,s the one-dimensional representation of H5 in which σ acts by multiplication
by ξr and τ acts by multiplication by ξs, where ξ is a primitive fifth root of unity. Then
H0(P4,OP4(5)) = 6V0,0 ⊕
⊕
(r,s)6=(0,0)
5Vr,s.
Indeed, a basis of H5-invariant quintics is given by
γ0 = x0x1x2x3x4, γ1 =
∑
i∈Z5
xix
2
i+2x
2
i+3, γ2 =
∑
i∈Z5
x3ixi+2xi+3,
γ3 =
∑
i∈Z5
x3ixi+1xi+4, γ4 =
∑
i∈Z5
xix
2
i+1x
2
i+4, γ5 =
∑
i∈Z5
x5i − 5x0x1x2x3x4.
A basis for 5Vr,s is given by
Br,s = {
4∑
i=0
ξri
4∏
j=0
x
mj
i+j |
4∑
j=0
jmj ≡ −s mod 5,
4∑
j=0
mj = 5}.
On the other hand, by construction, H0(O∪Eij (5)) is six times the regular representation of Z5×Z5,
so, by Schur’s Lemma, the restriction map ρ : H0(OP4(5)) → H
0(O∪Eij (5)) decomposes as ρ =⊕
ρr,s, where ρ0,0 : 6V0,0 → 6V0,0 and ρr,s : 5Vr,s → 6Vr,s for (r, s) 6= (0, 0). As a consequence,
H0(I∪Eij (5)) = ker ρ =
⊕
r,s ker ρr,s.
Thus, in order to prove (2), we check that the mappings ρr,s are injective for (r, s) 6= (0, 0),
while ker ρ0,0 is one dimensional. For (r, s) 6= (0, 0), this is an open condition on P
2
+, so it suffices
to check this in a special case. We take a0 = 1 and a1 = a2 = 0. Using the above bases, this is a
straightforward calculation, and we omit the details.
Now for general a = (a0, a1, a2) ∈ P
2
+, one can check that the H5-invariant quintic
(a50 − 8a
5
1 − 8a
5
2 + 15a
3
0a1a2)γ0 + (a
4
0a1 + 8a
3
1a
2
2 − 4a0a
4
2)γ1 + (a
3
0a
2
2 − 2a
2
0a
3
1 − 4a0a1a
3
2)γ2
+(a30a
2
1 − 4a0a
3
1a2 − 2a
2
0a
3
2)γ3 + (a
4
0a2 + 8a
2
1a
3
2 − 4a0a
4
1)γ4 + a
3
0a1a2γ5 = 0.
contains E00, and hence
⋃
ij Eij by Heisenberg invariance. Thus ker ρ0,0 is generically at least
dimension one. To show it is always dimension one is then an open condition, which can again be
checked at a = (1, 0, 0). Note in this case, V20,a is given by the equation x0x1x2x3x4 = 0.
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Proposition 6.7 For a general parameter a ∈ P2+ the quintic V20,a has 100 ordinary double
points as singularities, four of them on each line Eij .
Proof : We only have a computational proof of this fact. By using [BS] or [GS], one can easily find
choices of a for which V20,a has 100 ordinary double points as singularities. We need to show that
this is actually the generic situation. By computing, again with [BS] or [GS], a standard basis for
the Jacobian ideal, one sees that the singular locus of V20,a is supported on ∪i,j∈Z5Eij . Moreover,
if f denotes the equation of V20,a then
∂f
∂x2
−
∂f
∂x3
∈ IP2
+
a0
(
∂f
∂x2
+
∂f
∂x3
)
− 2a2
∂f
∂x0
∈ IE00
∂f
∂x1
−
∂f
∂x4
∈ IP2
+
a1
(
∂f
∂x2
+
∂f
∂x3
)
− 2a2
∂f
∂x1
∈ IE00
a1
∂f
∂x0
− a0
∂f
∂x1
∈ IE00 .
Thus, for a0 6= 0, the singularities of V20,a on E00 are defined by
∂f
∂x0
. Restricted to E00,
∂f
∂x0
has
simple roots, and one checks in fact that, for general choices, these points are A1 singularities on
V20,a. Therefore, by H5 symmetry, V20,a has 100 nodes as singularities.
Proposition 6.8 Let a ∈ P2+ be a general parameter and let V̂20,a be the small resolution of the
hypersurface V20,a ⊂ P
4 obtained by blowing up one of the smooth abelian surfaces contained in
the pencil traced on V20,a. Then
(1) defect (V20,a) = 1, while the topological Euler characteristic e(V̂20,a) = 200 − 2(♯nodes) = 0
(2) Ĥ, the pullback of a hyperplane section of V20,a and Â, the pullback of an abelian surface in
the pencil form a basis for Pic(V̂20,a)/tors ∼= Z
2.
(3) Finally, dimCH
1(V̂20,a,ΘV̂20,a
) = h1(Ω2
V̂20,a
) = 2, hence P2+ is birational to the moduli of these
quintic hypersurfaces.
Proof : The calculation of the defect is easily done on [BS] or [GS] and is standard; we omit the
details. This gives (1). Note the calculation of the defect implies h1,2(V̂20,a) = 2 from which (3)
follows. The value of the topological Euler characteristic gives h1,1(V̂20,a) = 2.
For (2), let ℓ be the class in H4(V̂20,a,Z) of the proper transform of E00 in V̂20,a, and let e
be the class of one of the exceptional curves. Then Ĥ.ℓ = 1, Ĥ.e = 0, and Â.e = −1. Thus the
this intersection matrix is unimodular, so it shows that Ĥ, Â form a basis of H2(V̂20,a,Z)/tors ∼=
Pic(V̂20,a)/tors, as desired.
Remark 6.9 (1) In light of [GPav], it would be interesting to compute the Brauer group of V̂20,a.
Conjecturally, it would be Z/5Z× Z/5Z.
(2) The Calabi-Yau V̂20,a has at least three minimal models; the first is the one above obtained
by blowing up one of the abelian surfaces. The 100 exceptional curves can be flopped, giving
another minimal model with a pencil of non-minimal abelian surfaces, with base-locus the proper
transform of
⋃
ij Eij . Finally, the curves Eij can be simultaneously flopped, to obtain a minimal
27
model with a base-point-free pencil of minimal abelian surfaces. We have not, however, completely
determined the Ka¨hler cone of V̂20,a, so there may be some additional interesting structure here.
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